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APKCombo Game Simulation Businessman Simulator 3 - Simple Capitalist Clicker 1.39.1 · jamboska May 23, 2020 (7 months ago) This is a clicker simulator among idler business games. Works offline! This is no ordinary business game you've played before. There are many ways to make money here. You can play as a regular incremental clicker game or
follow a non-standard path. You can become the richest capitalist (according to Vorbis magazine, of course), ahead of other businessmen and their businesses. You will be able to manage businesses: automobile plant, smartphone factory, oil production, construction and other companies. They all produce and consume resources. You can sell goods at the
best price, hire professional managers who have their own skills. There are also a huge number of interesting missions. The game will bring pleasure to those who like to think solve puzzles. Start your adventure from burger company owner to richest capitalist right now! These are the main differences from the usual non-performing clickers and tycoons:-
There are many ways to make money.- Traditionally, three exciting mini-games.- 12 businesses with tons of unexpected upgrades.- Unscathing incremental progress.- You can take out a loan from the bank to upgrade your business right now.- In addition to the standard there are tasks for desirability (it won't be easy to solve all of them).- A bunch of fictional
companies, Everyone offers their prices.- In-game Vorbis magazine (compares you to the game's best entrepreneurs).- A huge number of interesting missions.- Combination of clicker, idle and mini-games in one game.- You can play offline. And it's all in a single clicker! The game was created with Flash Develop, Adobe Air + Starling. What is the new update
1.38: Offline earnings have been added. Email: See jamboskagames@gmail.com This is a brand new, redesigned idly clicker. The gameplay of a simple idle simulator has become more exciting. Missions will be more interesting and there will be more. You will have to sell goods, choosing the most profitable of the offers of buyers. Many new managers are
waiting for you and now each of them has its own skills. The game will bring pleasure to those who like to think solve puzzles. This is my best clicker! These are the main differences from regular clickers and idle games:– A completely new gameplay (compared to the previous part).– Traditionally, two exciting mini-games.– 11 businesses with tons of non-
essential updates.– Indiscriminable incremental progress.– In addition to the standard, there are tasks for desirability (it will not be easy to solve all of them).– A bunch of fictional companies, Each of which offers its own prices.– Vorbis game magazine (compares you to the best entrepreneurs of the game).– Combination of clicker, idle and mini-games in one
game.– The best business game among clicker games. The game was created with Flash Develop, Adobe Air + Starling. Update 1.1.73 (June) 18):– New magazine cover – New Mission – New Manager – New Numbers (HA-HB -...- HH)– Added ability to change language to Russian or English – Bugs fixed (player name in Top magazine, FREEBIES FOR
PYRAMID OF SUCCESS)– Optimization (on the market now for 6 options for each resource, slightly less memory consumption)– Added map with mini-game (mini-game not yet available) HomeGamesBusiness Simulator 3 Idle APK MOD 1.33.1Business Simulator 3 Idle Mod is an Android Game Simulator . (air.air.BusinessmanSimulator3) The latest official
version was installed on 100,000+ devices. On the five scale, the application was rated out of 10, with a total of 10,040 people voted. This is an excellent non-functioning clicker. The gameplay of a simple idle simulator has become more exciting. In this game you will become the richest capitalist (according to Vorbis magazine, of course), ahead of other
managers and their company. You will sell goods, choosing the most profitable of the offers of buyers. You get a lot of new managers and now each of them has their skills. There are also a huge number of interesting missions. The game will bring pleasure to those who like to think solve puzzles. This is my best clicker! These are the main differences from
conventional clickers and idle games: – Brand new gameplay (compared to the previous part). – Traditionally, three exciting mini-games. – 12 enterprises with tons of unique modernizations. – Incoherent incremental progress. – In addition to the standard, there are tasks for desirability (it will not be easy to solve all of them). – A bunch of fictional companies,
each offers its own prices. – Game magazine Warbis (compares you with the best entrepreneurs of the game). – A huge number of interesting missions. – Combination of clicker, idle and mini-games in one game. – You can play offline. And it's all in a single clicker! The game was created with Flash Develop, Adobe Air + Starling. Update 1.33 -Performance
Optimization - English Translation CorrectionProgram Business Simulator 3 IdlePackage Name Air.air.BusinessmanSimulator3Rating / Votes ( 10040 )Size 43MB Answer 4.1 and upInstalls 100,000 +Category Games, Simulation Linked Messages Business Simulator 3 Idle 2.0 10.0 7.5 10.0 Businessman Simulator 3CATEGORY Businessman Simulator 3 –
Simple Capitalist Clicker APK is a simulation game on Android. We provide version 1.39.1, the latest version that has been optimized for different devices. You can choose a version for BUSINESSMAN Simulator 3 APK that fits your phone, tablet, TV. We support all Android devices such as Samsung, Google, Huawei, Sony, Vivo, Motorola.Choosing the right
version will make the Game Businessman Simulator 3 better, faster, use less battery power. You can try out the version for other devices running on your device. Download businessman Simulator 3 games directly without a Google Account, without registration, no login required. Our system Businessman Simulator 3 APK older versions, trial versions, VIP
versions, you can see here. Update 1.38: Offline earnings have been added. Follow US Page 2 V1.39.1 30.6 MB APK V1.39.0 29.6 MB APK V1.36.1 30.6 MB APK V1.36.0 29.6 MB APK V1.35.1 1 3 1.4 MB APK V1.35.0 30.5 MB APK V1.34.1 31.4 MB APK V1.34.0 30.4 MB APK V1.33.1 31.4 MB APK V1 .33.33.MB 0 30.5 MB APK V1.31.1 31.3 MB APK
V1.31.0 30.3 MB APK V1.30.1 31.3 MB APK V1.30.0 APK V1.0 APK V1.2.02 30.8 MB APK V1.2.05 30.9 MB APK V1.2.04 30.9 MB APK V1.2.02 30.9 MB APK V1.1.82 30.8 MB APK V1.1.77 30.6 MB APK V1.1.74 30.6 MB APK V1.1.73 30.6 MB APK V1.1.40 31.7 MB APK V1.1.2 2 31.7 MB APK V1.1.03 31.5 MB APK V1.0.90 31.4 MB APK V1.0.61 31.4 MB
APK V1.0.32 25.2 MB APK Short Mod Apk Description: This is a great non-functioning clicker. The gameplay of a simple idle simulator has become more exciting. In this game you will become the richest capitalist (according to Vorbis magazine, of course), ahead of other managers and their company. You will sell goods, choosing the most profitable of the
offers of buyers. You get a lot of new managers and now each of them has their skills. There are also a huge number of interesting missions. The game will bring pleasure to those who like to think solve puzzles. This is my best clicker! These are the main differences from conventional clickers and idle games: – Brand new gameplay (compared to the
previous part). – Traditionally, three exciting mini-games. – 12 enterprises with tons of unique modernizations. – Incoherent incremental progress. – In addition to the standard, there are tasks for desirability (it will not be easy to solve all of them). – A bunch of fictional companies, each offers its own prices. – Game magazine Warbis (compares you with the
best entrepreneurs of the game). – A huge number of interesting missions. – Combination of clicker, idle and mini-games in one game. – You can play offline. And it's all in a single clicker! The game was created with Flash Develop, Adobe Air + Starling. Update1.31 - Fixed a bug where a gray screen is displayed on smartphones with a high-resolution
display. Info: Date of update: Signatures: MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256 signatures Supported DPIs: nodpi APK Version: Downlaoded Size: 47.59 MB (10,016 bytes) Android Necessity: Min: (Jelly Bean MR2, API 18) Goal: Android 9.0 (Pie, API 28) Business Simulator 3 ID APK (MOD, Unlimited Money) For Android Download How to Install Apk Mod File Install
Downloaded (air.air.BusinessmanSimulator3) APK file Extract Folder Start App and Enjoy Whats' New : All previous business simulator errors 3 idly fixed download new version virus Remove business simulator 3 idly Unlimited added money Added
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